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Abstract

In software product line engineering, the configuration process can be a long and complex undertaking that involves many participants. When configuration is supported by feature diagrams, two challenges are to modularise the feature diagram into related chunks, and to schedule them as part of the configuration process. Existing work has only focused on the first of these challenges and, for the rest, assumes that feature diagram modules are configured sequentially. This paper addresses the second challenge. It suggests using YAWL, a state-of-the-art workflow language, to represent the configuration workflow while feature diagrams model the available configuration options. The principal contribution of the paper is a new combined formalism: feature configuration workflows. A formal semantics is provided so as to pave the way for unambiguous tool specification and safer reasoning about of the configuration process. The work is motivated and illustrated through a configuration scenario taken from the space industry.

1 Introduction

In software product line engineering (SPLE), one distinguishes two principal activities: domain engineering and application engineering [16]. Domain engineering consists in developing a set of core assets that can be configured and combined to create different products of the software product line (SPL). The variability provided by these assets is commonly documented in a feature diagram (FD) [13, 20]. During application engineering, this variability is progressively resolved in a configuration process. During this process, it is decided which features created during domain engineering are selected for inclusion and which are discarded [4].

In a large industrial project, the configuration process itself may be a complex activity taking up to several months and involving a variety of stakeholders [17]. This calls for ways (A) to elaborate large and complex FDs, (B) to distribute the configuration task among stakeholders and (C) to define and enact the workflow of the configuration process [19, 8, 11, 2].

Point (A) deals with the elaboration of the diagram, which is an important point, but not the focus of this paper. Point (B) was largely solved by the multi-level staged configuration (MLSC) approach of Czarnecki et al. [5] for which we provided a formal semantics in [2]. This approach, however, fails to provide support for modelling and enacting the configuration process. The purpose of this paper is to provide a solution to this problem, and thereby address point (C). The recent issues faced by Spacebel, a partner company specialised in aerospace software, to master and better decompose their configuration process were additional incitements to tackle this problem.

To do so, we build on our earlier work on formal semantics for FDs [20, 15, 2] and add the process perspective by linking FDs with YAWL [22], a state-of-the-art workflow language. YAWL was originally introduced to subsume most workflow modelling languages [22], and comes with a formal semantics and powerful verification and execution tool. In essence, our approach consists in linking FDs to tasks and conditions of a workflow. This combined formalism, called feature configuration workflow (FCW), is given a complete mathematical semantics so as to avoid ambiguity and develop efficient and safe automated reasoning tools [12]. The formalisation follows the well-established guidelines of Harel and Rumpe [12], according to whom
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each modelling language $L$ must possess an unambiguous mathematical definition for three distinct elements: (1) the syntactic domain $L^g$, a.k.a. abstract syntax; (2) the semantic domain $S_L$, which formalises the real-world concepts that the language models; (3) the semantic function $M_L : L^g \rightarrow S_L$, also written $[\cdot]_L$, which defines the mapping between both domains.

A preliminary evaluation of the language was carried out in collaboration with our industrial partner for an SPL of spatial file delivery protocol libraries (CFDP) [3, 7]. Although tool support is still to be provided, we propose an implementation strategy.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces FDs, MLSC and YAWL, along with the CFDP product line which motivates the approach and serves as illustration throughout the paper. We introduce the integrated semantics in Section 3 and illustrate it with the CFDP library. Section 4 addresses implementation strategies and Section 5 explores related work and discusses the benefits and limitations of the formalism. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background

We briefly recall the concepts of FD and MLSC, show how they apply to the CFDP case, and what their limitations are. We also introduce YAWL, the workflow language we use in the remainder of the paper.

2.1 Feature diagrams and multi-level staged configuration

An FD [13, 20] models the variability of an SPL at a high level of granularity and, by that means, expresses the set of products of the SPL; a product being a set of features. An example is shown in Figure 2. Basically, FDs are trees\(^1\) whose nodes denote features and whose edges represent top-down hierarchical decomposition of features. Features can be mandatory or optional. Optionality is often indicated with an empty circle on top of the feature. Each decomposition tells that, given the presence of the parent feature in a product, some combination of its children should be present in the product, too. Which combinations are allowed depends on the type of the decomposition, which is indicated by a cardinality $i..j$: if a feature has $k(\geq i)$ children, then if the parent is selected for inclusion in the product, at least $i$ and at most $j$ of its children have to be included in the product, too. For convenience, some common cardinalities are referred to by their equivalent Boolean operator, as shown in Table 1. FDs can also contain additional constraints that may crosscut the tree structure, usually specified in (a subset of) propositional logic [1]. Schobbens et al. surveyed all and formally defined FDs in [20]. Definition 1 recalls the essence of their formalism which we reuse in this paper.

**Definition 1 (Feature Diagram [20])** Formally, an FD $\varphi$ can be defined as a tuple $(N, r, \lambda, DE, \Phi)$ where $N$ is a set of features, $r$ the root feature, $\lambda$ assigns a decomposition operator to each feature, $DE$ is the set of decomposition edges between features, and $\Phi$ the set of crossing constraints. The semantics of an FD, noted $[\varphi]_L$, is the set of products (i.e. a set of sets of features) that it allows.

At the core of application engineering is the specification of the product to build [16]. In our context, this specification is obtained by configuring the FD, i.e. by gradually removing the variability until only those features that are part of the final product remain. In large industrial projects, the configuration has to be carried out in a modular way, each module focusing on a specific concern, task or role of the overall business. Identifying these modules is of major interest to practice since none of the stakeholders has the combined knowledge to configure the whole product, or because the product is developed by different teams [17, 5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardinality</th>
<th>Boolean operator</th>
<th>Concrete syntax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(1..1)$</td>
<td>$\lor$</td>
<td>$\lor$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1..n)$</td>
<td>$\land$</td>
<td>$\land$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(n..n)$</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$</td>
<td>$\rightarrow$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Czarnecki et al. proposed the concept of MLSC [5], where each FD denotes a module (Czarnecki et al. call it level) and modules are configured sequentially. Depending on how the modules are linked, the configuration of one module induces an automatic specialisation of the next module’s FD. The links between modules are explicitly through inter-module links, that is Boolean formulae (similar to the constraints of $\Phi$) over the features of the modules [2]. Figure 1 gives an overview of an MLSC process in which configuration is carried out by different stakeholders having specific roles. These three roles configure their respective FDs in turn. Each FD only contains the features that correspond to the expertise and responsibility assigned to the role in the process. The inter-module links between the features are illustrated with dashed lines.

In earlier work, we provided a formal definition and semantics for MLSC as an extension of Definition 1 [2]. While the semantics of an FD is defined in terms of sets of products, the semantics of MLSC is defined in terms of configuration paths that can be taken when configuring a product. Along each such path, the initially full product...
space ($[d]_{P,D}$) progressively shrinks (i.e., products are discarded) until only one product is left, at which point the path stops. The FDs corresponding to the various modules are organised in an FD collection as defined below. Whereas an FD specifies allowed products, an FD collection specifies allowed configuration paths. Hence, this is said to be a dynamic semantics of FDs [2].

**Definition 2 (Feature diagram collection)** Formally, an FD collection $d = (N, L, r, \lambda, DE, \Phi)$ is obtained by placing the FDs of individual modules under an undecomposed artificial root, and adding the inter-module links to the set of constraints $\Phi$. The set $L$ defines a partition over the features $N \setminus r$ accounting for the module decomposition. The semantics, $[d]_{MLSC}$, is the set of legal configuration paths.

Note that Definitions 1 and 2 deliberately omit the details of the semantics (available in [2]), since these are not crucial to the understanding of the paper. In the remainder, module names will be typeset with a frame: [module].

### 2.2 Motivating scenario

Spacebel is a Belgian software company developing software for the aerospace industry. We collaborate with Spacebel on the development of a product line for flight-grade libraries implementing the CSSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) [7, 3]. The CFDP is a file transfer protocol specifically designed for space requirements, such as long transmission delays. The protocol was conceived to cover the needs of a broad range of space missions. For a given mission, however, only part of the protocol is used, and since resources for onboard software are limited, all CFDP implementations are actually mission-specific. Spacebel thus built an SPL of CFDP libraries, where each library can be tailored to the needs of a specific mission.

The FD of the CFDP library product line counts 80 features, has a maximal depth of four and contains ten additional constraints. A simplified excerpt of this FD appears in Figure 2. The principal features provide the capability to send (Send) and receive (Receive) files. The Extended feature allows a device to send and receive packets via other devices (such as a lander transmitting via an orbiting satellite).

The Reboot feature allows the protocol to resume transfers safely after a sudden system reboot. PUS stands for Packet Utilisation Standard, part of the ESA standard for transport of telemetry and telecommand data (TMTC). The PUS feature implements the CFDP related services of this standard.

![Figure 1. Example of MLSC.](image1)

The extensions to MLSC that we propose in this paper are motivated by the problems we encountered when applying it to automate the CFDP configuration process. A number of different stakeholders participate in the configuration of a mission-specific CFDP library. Initially, Spacebel decides which features are mature enough for the mission (flight-grade vs. ground station), while leaving as much variability as possible. In certain cases, a Reseller negotiates the contract. The Reseller then makes high-level choices and passes the task of refining these choices onto the network integrator (NWI) and the TMTC integrator (TTI). These two configure in parallel the parts of the library they are responsible for. For technical reasons (e.g., reduction of available CPU time due to overruns by other components), integrators might have to come back to the SE to warrant or change some feature selections. The configuration can therefore be an iterative procedure until a final configuration is determined, and the library is finally delivered by Spacebel.

MLSC, as defined in [5, 2], is too restrictive to account for a complex scenario such as this one. Indeed, the original MLSC approach assumes the process to be purely sequential, but this is not the case here: (1) the NWI and TTI perform configuration in parallel, (2) the configuration by the reseller is optional, (3) the FD of Spacebel is not fully configured when its intervention is over, and (4) configuration iterates between SE and NWI/TTI.

![Figure 2. Sample FD of the CFDP library.](image2)
2.3 YAWL

As the limitations we just identified indicate, we need support for modelling and enforcing configuration processes that are more complex than mere sequences. Workflow modelling languages and tools serve this purpose.

Among the possible options, we picked YAWL as it is formal [22], has extensive tool support [21] and is known to cover a large variety of real-world modelling patterns [23]. In [23], van der Aalst et al. conduct a study of 20 workflow patterns and compare the coverage of 15 workflow management systems and associated languages. They conclude that the suitability of those systems “leaves much to be desired” [23], and propose YAWL as an alternative covering a maximal set of modelling patterns.

The scenario introduced in the previous section can be represented by the YAWL workflow shown in Figure 3. YAWL is inspired by Petri nets. Its principal constructs are \textit{conditions} and \textit{tasks}, which roughly correspond to \textit{places} and \textit{transitions} in Petri nets. There are two special conditions, \textit{start} and \textit{end}. In Figure 3, each task, except for \textit{loop} and \textit{Product release}, denotes a configuration activity, and is annotated with the name of the stakeholder performing the configuration. \textit{Spacebel} is split in two with a \textit{XOR} split, meaning that only one of the outgoing transitions is executed, which captures well the optional nature of \textit{Reseller}. \textit{System engineer} joins both paths and then splits again, but this time with an \textit{AND} split, meaning that the \textit{Network} and \textit{TMTC integrator} run in parallel. From there, the configuration process is either finished (\textit{Product Release}) or continues with \textit{System engineer}.

Figure 3. CFDP configuration workflow.

Formally, a workflow is defined as follows.

\begin{definition}[Workflow [22]] A workflow \(w\) is defined as a tuple \((C, i, o, F, T, \text{split}, \text{join})\) where \(C\) denotes the set of conditions, \(i \in C\) is the unique start and \(o \in C\) the unique end condition (single entry and exit points of the workflow), \(F\) is the flow relation between conditions and tasks, \(T\) denotes the set of tasks, \text{split} (resp. \text{join}) is the function determining the type of the task split (resp. join) behaviour, i.e.
\end{definition}

\(\text{OR}, \text{AND}, \text{XOR} \) The semantics of \(w\), noted \([w]\) \(\text{YAWL}\), is a transition system \((S, \rightarrow)\), and each state \(s \in S\) is a set of tokens \(x\), where \(x\) is the condition in which the token resides.

The semantics of YAWL is based on a state space which only keeps track of active conditions, i.e. conditions that contain a token. Each task of a workflow is actually encoded by four different conditions, and one of them indicates that the task is active. For a given task \(t\), we denote this condition \(\text{activeCondition}(t)\).

3 Feature configuration workflows

Having introduced FDs and YAWL, we now introduce the new combined formalism of feature configuration workflows (FCWs) and illustrate it with the Spacebel case.

3.1 Formalism

In a nutshell, an FCW is a workflow, such as the one shown in Figure 3, where tasks are now associated with feature modules: the FD will have to be configured during the task’s execution. We consider that the FDs configured in each task are different, and that the different FDs are related through inter-module links, i.e. they form an FD collection, just like in MSLC. For the Spacebel case, these FDs will be projections of the one shown in Figure 2.

Using YAWL to model the CFDP configuration process allows us to overcome the restrictions of MSLC identified in Section 2.2. From a purely structural viewpoint, it provides an immediate solution to the representation of parallel modules through AND split, optional modules through XOR split and iterative configurations through backward transitions.

Relaxing the limitation that FD modules be completely configured before passing on to the next module is of a more fundamental nature. Ideally, the formalism should be flexible enough to overcome this limitation but rigid enough to enforce the time when modules have to be configured. This is achieved by specifying, separately for each module, the task in which it can be configured, and the point at which configuration has to be finished. This point is represented by a condition in the workflow.

We now provide a formal semantics for FCWs. As in [20, 2], the formalisation follows the best practice recalled in the introduction [12]. The following definitions formalises the intuitive description of FCWs we just gave.

\begin{definition}[Abstract syntax \(\mathcal{L}_{\text{FCW}}\)] An \(\text{FCW}\) \(m \in \mathcal{L}_{\text{FCW}}\) is a tuple \((w, d, \text{task}, \text{stop})\) such that:
\begin{itemize}
  \item \(w\) is a workflow, i.e. \(w = (C, i, o, F, T, \text{join}, \text{split})\).
  \item \(d\) is an FD collection, i.e. \(d = (N, L, r, \lambda, DE, \Phi)\).
\end{itemize}
\end{definition}
• task \subseteq L \times T is a total injective function assigning each module to a task in the workflow.

• stop \subseteq L \times C is a total function assigning each module to a condition (its stop) in the workflow.

Intuitively, the task of a module is the only task of the workflow during which the associated module can be configured, while the stop of a module denotes the point at which the configuration of a module needs to be done. The reason why task and stop of a module are dissociated, is to be able to capture cases where the partial configuration of a module is completed by subsequent modules, or where the configuration iterates, such as between the SE, the NWI and the TTI in the Spacebel case.

As for MLSC, the semantic domain of the FCW language is also based on the notion of configuration path, introduced informally in Section 2.1, and defined as follows.

**Definition 5 (Semantic domain \( \mathcal{SC}_{\mathcal{CP}} \))** Given a finite set of features \( N \), a configuration path \( \pi \) is a finite sequence \( \pi = \sigma_1 \ldots \sigma_n \) of length \( n > 0 \), where each \( \sigma_i \in \mathcal{PP}N \) is called a stage. If we call the set of such paths \( C \), then \( \mathcal{SC}_{\mathcal{CP}} = \mathcal{PC} \).

This definition, however, only partially captures the intuition given in Section 2.1. Hence, additional constraints are given in Definition 6. Indeed, a configuration path should be a sequence that starts with all possible products (6.1) and where, at each step, at least one product is eliminated (6.2) until only one remains (6.3).

**Definition 6 (Legal configuration path [2])** Given an FD \( d \in \mathcal{L}_{FD} \), a legal configuration path \( \pi = \sigma_1 \ldots \sigma_n \) is such that:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item (6.1) \( \sigma_1 = [d]_{FD} \)
  \item (6.2) \( \forall i \in \{2..n\} \cup \sigma_i \subseteq \sigma_{i-1} \)
  \item (6.3) \( |\sigma_n| = 1 \)
\end{enumerate}

We are now set to define the semantics of an FCW. In this definition, we make use of the following helper that reduces a set of sets \( A \) to the sets containing elements of \( B \).

**Definition 7 (Reduction \( A|_B \))**
\[
A|_B \triangleq \{ a \cap B | a \in A \}
\]

The semantics of an FCW configuration paths (see 8.A in Definition 8) which follow a valid sequence of workflow states (8.B). Intuitively, this means those configuration paths where the products eliminated in a step pertain to the module whose task is being executed (8.B.2), and where the stops encountered during the workflow execution are respected (8.B.3). This intuition is formalised by saying that each stage \( \sigma \) of the configuration path can be associated to a step \( s \) in the workflow, i.e. a sequence \( \varphi \) of pairs \( (\sigma, s) \), that verifies the two above conditions and a minor well-formedness condition (8.B.1).

**Definition 8 (FCW Semantics [8.B.1] FCW) For \( m \in \mathcal{L}_{FCW} \), \( [m]_{FCW} \) returns the set of paths \( \pi \in \mathcal{SC}_{\mathcal{CP}} \) such that \( \pi = \sigma_1 \ldots \sigma_n \) and a valid sequence of YAWL states \( \rho \in [w]_{YAWL} \) such that \( \rho = s_1 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow s_k \) such that:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item (8.A) let \( d \) be \( d \) without \( L_{\text{skip}} \), \( \pi \) is a legal configuration path wrt. \( d' \);
  \item (8.B) \( \exists \) a sequence \( \varphi : (\sigma_1, s_1), \ldots, (\sigma_n, s_k) \) such that:
    \begin{enumerate}
      \item (8.B.1) both the configuration path and the workflow sequence evolve stepwise:
        \[ \forall \ldots (\sigma, s_b)(\sigma_c, s_d) \ldots \in \varphi \]
        \[ (\sigma = e \land a = e - 1) \land (b = d \land b = d - 1) \]
      \item (8.B.2) only one module is configured at a time, i.e. there is no overlapping during module configuration:
        \[ \forall \ldots (\sigma, s_b)(\sigma_{a+1}, s_d) \ldots \in \varphi \]
        \[ \text{modules}(s_b) \neq \emptyset \land \exists L_i \in \text{modules}(s_b) \]
        \[ (\sigma \setminus \text{modules}(s_b)) L_i \neq \emptyset \]
        \[ \land (\sigma \setminus \text{modules}(s_b)) L_i \subseteq (\sigma |_{L_i} \setminus \text{modules}(s_b)) L_i \]
    \end{enumerate}
  \item (8.B.3) all the stops of the modules are satisfied:
    \[ \forall (\sigma, s) \in \varphi \land L_i \in \text{stops}(s_b) \land |\sigma |_{L_i} \leq 1 \]
\end{enumerate}

where:

• \( \text{modules}(s) \) is the set of conditions active in state \( s \).

• \( \text{modules}(s) \) returns the set of modules active in a given state \( s \):
  \[ \text{modules}(s) \subseteq L \]
  \[ \{ L_i|_{\text{activeCondition}(\text{task}(L_i))} \in \text{c}(s) \} \]

• \( L_{\text{skip}} = L \setminus (\bigcup_{s \in \rho} \text{modules}(s)) \) is the set of modules that do not appear in a given sequence \( \rho \).

• Conversely, \( L_{\text{do}} = L \setminus L_{\text{skip}} \) is the set of modules that do appear in a given sequence \( \rho \).

• \( \text{stops} \) returns the set of modules that should be fully configured in a given state \( s \):
  \[ \text{stops}(s) \subseteq L \land \{ L_i \in L_{\text{do}}|\text{stop}(L_i) \in \text{c}(s) \} \]
3.2 Motivating scenario revisited

Section 2.2 introduced the configuration scenario of the CFDP. This scenario is now re-used to illustrate our definition of FCW. Figure 4 depicts three types of artefacts: (1) the FD modules, (2) the configuration workflow and (3) the mappings between both. Note that the concrete syntax presented here is used for illustrative purpose only and is not meant to be prescriptive.

The module decomposition is based on the sample diagram of Figure 2. The decomposition into modules of the original FD in Figure 2 produces five FDs, each accounting for the roles and responsibilities defined in Section 2.2. (For readability, the FDs are shown in a directory tree-like fashion and the internal constraints are omitted.) Since the individual FDs are all projections of a single diagram, the inter-module links are equivalence relations (⇔) defined pair-wise between all features. Indeed, for every feature in one module (e.g., PUS in Spacebel) for which there is a feature with the same name in another module (e.g., PUS in Reseller), there is an inter-module link requiring them to co-occur (i.e., PUS in Spacebel⇔PUS in Reseller) in all products where one of them appears.

The configuration workflow is a simple extension of the one in Figure 3. The (Final Satellite) condition is added to indicate moment on which the SE, NWI and TTI have finished configuring the product.

The mapping of the modules to the tasks follows directly from the module decomposition. The mapping to the stops, however, requires some further ex-
planation. The **Final Satellite** stop, to which three tasks **System Engineer**, **Network Integrator** and **TMTC Integrator** point, indicates the group formed by these modules: as long as the stop is not satisfied, the loop has to continue. The two other modules, including the optional **Reseller** module, map onto `end`. The second stop, since their configuration time does not matter. Note that, if the **Reseller** task is not executed, its features are not part of the configuration paths, meaning that the constraint 8.B.3 is automatically satisfied.

Figure 5 illustrates how this FCW can be executed, which eventually results in a fully configured product. The workflow starts with the **Spacecel** task (indicated by the arrow in Figure 5(a)), where the responsible person decides that the **PUS Copy** feature shall not be included. As a consequence, the feature becomes unavailable in the **TMTC Integrator** task. The next task is the **System Engineer**, who decides to include all the features that are available to him as shown in Figure 5(b). This decision again causes other features to be selected automatically, including those of the previous module. Finally, **Network** and **TMTC Integrator** finalise the configuration process in parallel. Their choices eliminate all remaining variability, meaning that both stops are satisfied, and that the workflow has reached the end.

In the following section we look at how an automated tool could guide such a scenario.

4 Towards automation

In the life of an FCW, we distinguish roughly two phases: the *elaboration* phase and the *usage* phase. The tool support required during the elaboration phase needs to enable the construction of models that conform to the given abstract syntax (elements of $L_{FCW}$). Ideally, the tool should allow to analyse them according to syntactic and semantic criteria. The usage phase, in the case of FCW, is the configuration process. A tool supporting this phase should be able to enact the configuration process as specified by a given FCW.

The back-end for all purely graphic tools is a reasoner. In the present case, we make use of the reasoner inside the YAWL editor and execution engine [21], and of a logic truth maintenance system (LTMS) [10], derivative of a SAT solver, to reason about FDs. Similar to how YAWL and FD semantics were integrated in Definitions 4 and 8, these two back-ends have to be extended and integrated to produce FCW tool support. We first outline basic strategies for tool support and identify challenges; we then provide FCW analysis properties which are solutions to these challenges.

Given the existence of editors for $L_{FD}$ and $L_{YAWL}$, building a pure editor for $L_{FCW}$ is more of a technical than intellectual challenge: it suffices to add an interface allowing to assign modules to tasks and conditions. The real challenge is to extend such an editor with FCW-related features such as support for modelling patterns as well as analysis tasks that alert the user of possible problems with the FCW. While common analysis tasks for YAWL (e.g., check soundness) and FDs (e.g., check consistency) still apply to the YAWL/FD parts of the FCW (allowing existing implementations to be reused), there are FCW-related analysis tasks, detailed in the following section, that have to be added.

For the configuration tool, we can extend the implementation strategy we already provided for MLSC [2]. Essentially, this consists in using an LTMS to maintain an expression $\Gamma_d \land \Delta_d \in \mathbb{B}(N)$ where $\Gamma_d$ is the Boolean logic encoding of the FD $d$, and $\Delta_d$ records all decisions made by the user. Using an LTMS has several benefits: (i) it propagates implications of each new decision, (ii) it can be used to determine which features are included/excluded or yet to be decided, and, most importantly, (iii) since it always maintains a satisfiable expression, the LTMS will prevent the user from making decisions that would be incompatible with earlier decisions. To correctly implement the semantics of Definition 8, this strategy needs to be extended to take condition 8.B into account [21].

Here again, integration of the execution engine with a configuration tool is rather technical and can be done by message passing through web services. The real challenge is to prevent the user from making decisions that lead to dead ends: even though the LTMS can prevent inconsistencies of decisions and check satisfaction of stop conditions, it cannot readily predict (and prevent) unsatisfiable stop conditions, since they depend on the path taken in the workflow. In such a case, the workflow execution would have to be rolled back to the task dealing with the configuration of the module in question, which, in real-world configuration processes, could mean a delay of several weeks.

We are currently working on solutions to these challenges, which are required before efficient tool support can be implemented. Our preliminary findings indicate that ‘problematic’ workflows, i.e. those where unsatisfiable stop conditions might occur, can be identified by analysing the underlying workflow.

5 Discussion

After an overview of related work, we highlight the noticeable benefits of FCW and set forth the future work.
5.1 Related work

Dreiling et al. [9] claim that the knowledge about configuration processes is usually owned by experts, i.e. individual employees or external contractors, on which the configuration processes is usually owned by experts, i.e. in-

---

**Figure 5. Example of valid module configuration derivable from Figure 4.**

---

configuration. Thereby, they make the configuration process more intuitive to a larger audience, lower configuration costs and enhance process-awareness. Recker et al. [18] go along the same line and advocate a dedicated engineering process integrating configurable process models into the system development lifecycle. Although not specific for SPLA, the configurable process models they propose can be applied to any system in need of a flexible and sharp decomposition of tasks. In fact, FCWs, as we propose them,
also provide a means to capture configuration knowledge and to make it accessible to non-experts. In addition, FCWs capture information about the variability of the system.

Specific to SPLs, Deelstra et al. [6] report that product configuration is a "time-consuming and expensive activity". That is, the gains of reusing core assets developed during domain engineering can be outweighed by the lack of adapted technologies to derive individual products during application engineering. For that reason, they study the problems that can occur during product configuration and narrow the benefits from the upfront investments. Their results notably show that both tacit knowledge and the lack of appropriate clustering of variation points are severe impediments to efficient product configuration.

Rabiser et al. [17] propose an approach supporting product configuration based on decision models (DMs). Essentially, decision models represent assets (e.g. features) tied to decisions, bound together through logic dependencies. Decisions stand for the intervention of a role selecting assets during product configuration. Decisions, roles and assets are thus all part of a single DM. They also discuss how models need to be prepared to meet the requirements of a specific project before allowing product derivation.

5.2 Benefits

The primary benefit of FCWs is that they allow explicit modelling of non-trivial configuration processes, thereby overcoming the original limitations of MLSC and bringing assistance to the product management. From the resource allocation perspective, FCWs facilitate the task assignment to the different roles played by the stakeholders. From the control standpoint, stops of an FCW provide milestones for the project manager and keep him informed about the evolution of the configuration process, whereas feedback loops allow to define synchronisation points among roles.

The DMs proposed by Rabiser et al. [17] differ from FCWs in that the configuration process is entangled within the DM. By separating the workflow from the actual decisions (i.e. the feature modules), we argue that FCW achieves better separation of concerns between process and decision making. However, FCWs and DMs could be deemed complementary. Indeed, the FD that belongs to a module of an FCW could be readily replaced by a DM. This would preserve separation of concerns at the process level, while still offering fine-grained scheduling of the configuration process inside each module.

As pinpointed in Section 4, a direct consequence of the formal definition is the possibility to statically reason about FCWs. In order to make configuration less time-consuming and error-prone, FCW automation capitalises on existing analysis techniques for FDs and YAWL to provide a unified reasoning framework supporting, for instance, illegal FCW detection, FCW normal form evaluation and feature dependency resolution. Aside from FCW legality, one also wants to enforce that only valid products are built, which can only be guaranteed if every configuration stage respects the semantics of the FCW. The automated propagation of constraints, the prevention of illegal feature selection and the strict control over the executed tasks all contribute to safer and more efficient product configuration.

5.3 Future work

In its current state, our approach has some limitations that are subject to future work:

- As shown in Figure 4, configurations of Network and TMTIC integrators are conducted in parallel. The strong assumption taken here is that both modules belong to a shared FD enforcing configuration consistency along the process. However, it is very likely that real-life practices will demand support for asynchronous configuration, where decisions need to be merged at some point.
- Another practical aspect we abstracted from is the simple fact that decisions might be changed or cancelled during the configuration process. Further investigations should clarify whether the formalism should take such actions into account. It is, however, clear that a tool implementation needs to allow them.
- We assume that for an FCW there is a single partition of the variability space into modules, and that this partition is performed according to a single criterion (the role performing the action in the case of Spacebel). However, Grünbacher et al. [11] assert that there exist several ways to structure the variability space, and propose different views of a single model, such as the organisational structure and the market needs. We are currently working on adapting FCWs to similarly support multiple views, or module decompositions, in order to better reflect current practices.

Beyond these limitations, numerous other extensions can be envisioned. For instance, so far we only made limited use of the possibilities that YAWL offers since we ignored a number of constructs. Hierarchical workflows [22], for instance, could be used to specify the high-level workflow of the whole SPL configuration process, whereas sub-workflows would correspond to single product configuration. Similarly, multiple task instances could be interpreted as feature cloning [4]. Furthermore, new case studies might reveal recurrent design patterns for the different elements of an FCW.

The validation of our approach is rather preliminary. In addition to the assessment from Spacebel, further studies
will be needed to confirm the suitability of FCWs to a large range of cases. Preferably, we will investigate industrial and open source cases including parallel and/or distributed product configuration.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new formalism called, Feature Configuration Workflow (FCW), allowing to organise interrelated FDs as part of an unambiguous configuration workflow. For this formalism, we proposed a semantics that builds upon previous work on multi-level staged configuration and YAWL. We presented a tool implementation strategy for automating relevant analyses. A preliminary evaluation with Spacebel, an industrial partner, helped to identify the benefits and needed extensions of the formalism. A thorough validation is still needed to ensure the applicability in a broader context.
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